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Have you ever dreamt of packing up your life and moving it somewhere else in the world? Then you have taken the most important step in the wanderlust game! Add the guidance of the Work & Travel Experts at The Global Work & Travel Co. and your travel dreams are about to be turned into the absolute experience of a lifetime. That’s why 35,000+ adventurers before you have changed their lives and left their footprints all over the world.

We have a huge number of travel masters throughout our three international offices in London, Vancouver & Gold Coast. Our awesome team have their own first-hand experience making memories all over the world and are here to hand down their travel smarts and show you the light! They know exactly what you need to start making your travel dream a reality and which trip will suit you best! The wisdom doesn’t end there. Before you even get on the plane you will have regular chats with your Trip Coordinators to get you prepped & pumped for your arrival and once you get to your destination - we get to say a big hello in person! We really are here for you the whole way!

We have searched far and wide to know exactly what travel enthusiasts want to see, experience, create, explore and what will leave you with the most unforgettable memories! The end result... an endless list of life-changing experiences that anyone can choose from. Pick one (or a few) trips from our 50+ experiences in over 100 countries! Go work in Canada, the UK, USA or Australia! Go volunteer and make a valuable difference somewhere! Go au pair and experience a different family culture! Go teach! Go do an internship! Go on an adventure and let us help get you on your way!

The world is huge, so luckily The Global Work & Travel Co. have set up camp in London (United Kingdom) Vancouver (Canada) & the Gold Coast (Australia) to make sure we are connected to our Global Travellers at all times. Feel confident knowing that we are only a simple call, tweet, comment, text, double tap away and here to assist you throughout your entire journey! Plus we have a 24/7 emergency line so you can always touch base if you need to. From the very beginning until the end of your journey you will have someone to assist you with visas, flights, insurance and all the other huge exploration questions like how to fit your entire wardrobe into your suitcase. Our experts truly have you covered and are there for chats whenever you need!

WHY GO GLOBAL?

JUST IN CASE

Everyone knows that life can be a little unpredictable sometimes, so we make sure we have got you covered! We offer an amazing Lifetime Deposit Guarantee, in the small chance your plans change. This means you can put your trip on hold until you are ready to re-boot! If it just can’t happen then you can choose the phone a friend option and give them the experience of a lifetime instead! Your pal can even switch it up and choose something different to what you had ordered from the Global menu! You are now officially the most awesome friend in the world!

Payment plans have also been put in place to make things even more flexible for you.

Most importantly if you need to change a departure date and give us a heads up, we will do whatever we possibly can to re-adjust your plans for you!

ENDLESS EXPLORATION

ALL AROUND THE WORLD

We have a huge number of travel masters throughout our three international offices in London, Vancouver & Gold Coast. Our awesome team have their own first-hand experience making memories all over the world and are here to hand down their travel smarts and show you the light! They know exactly what you need to start making your travel dream a reality and which trip will suit you best! The wisdom doesn’t end there. Before you even get on the plane you will have regular chats with your Trip Coordinators to get you prepped & pumped for your arrival and once you get to your destination - we get to say a big hello in person! We really are here for you the whole way!

The world is huge, so luckily The Global Work & Travel Co. have set up camp in London (United Kingdom) Vancouver (Canada) & the Gold Coast (Australia) to make sure we are connected to our Global Travellers at all times. Feel confident knowing that we are only a simple call, tweet, comment, text, double tap away and here to assist you throughout your entire journey! Plus we have a 24/7 emergency line so you can always touch base if you need to. From the very beginning until the end of your journey you will have someone to assist you with visas, flights, insurance and all the other huge exploration questions like how to fit your entire wardrobe into your suitcase. Our experts truly have you covered and are there for chats whenever you need!
“The world is yours to explore”
The constant insta scrolling and seeing all your friends off in far places with a non-stop smile on their faces has you rattled. Either you delete social media altogether, or now is time to chase that permanent grin for yourself and move abroad! (Always pick option two!) Obviously, it is going to cost you some money to become a professional jet-setter and this is where The Global Work & Travel Co. step in! We have made some awesome partnerships with world-class organisations that cater to working holiday makers just like you! You will have guided assistance making sure your resume is on point, get you interview ready, give you high fives when you are successful and get you set up and living like a local in no time!

"Life is either a daring adventure or nothing at all."

Oh Canada! If you are expecting snow-covered mountains, a few outdoor hot tubs, friendly locals and furry wildlife friends - then it sounds like you already have a taste for this ridiculously good-looking country! Now add summer lake hangs, yacht parties, city living, music festivals, mountain hikes, epic sunsets and somewhere new to visit every single day and party every single night. Canada will instantly become your new best friend and you may never want to leave! It’s perfection and we have an equally perfect trip to take you there.
A big leap to the other side of the world and you’ll find yourself Down Under in the land of plenty, Australia! There’s endless sunshine, surf, sand, beaches, barbecues and mates that you will meet from all over the world. Australia has a tonne of different places for you to take the ultimate roadie with all of your new mates. Add a friendly, chilled lifestyle to any of the fun spots in Australia and it won’t take long for you to find the perfect place in this country to call your own and we are going to help you do exactly that.

Imagine walking through the concrete jungle of New York City or riding a bike through sunny Santa Monica in Los Angeles. Why not hop on a plane for a few hours in the sparkling party town of Vegas or tone it down and chill in the artsy streets of San Francisco. It is easy to say that the US is throwing adventures at you without you even trying, it really has it all. Think about how much you could explore if you spent even a few months there and we are here to spark that USA dream alive!

The United Kingdom is going to completely blow your mind and not only because it has cool neighbours like Europe, Turkey and Morocco... In fact, it has a list so long you may need two passports for all the stamps you will be collecting! We will help you set up your very own ground base, get you earning a living so you can see yourself jetting off to exotic locations every chance you get without emptying your life savings. When you’re not off exploring Euro style there is still an endless supply of sites, food, accents, pubs and castles to explore and you get to be a part of it all!

“I’ve loved the opportunity to work and travel abroad experiencing the best of Canada.”

Ryan C.
Working Holiday, Canada
1) Unique nature & wildlife wonders.
Kaylyn J. on her Working Holiday trip in Australia.
VOLUNTEER

Now for a journey that can make a real difference to our world. Volunteering gives you the chance to take on new adventures, see the world and share your compassion with those that need it most. The most valuable thing you can give someone is your time and even a few weeks abroad will make a huge impact. Rescuing wild animals, caring for orphans, saving rainforests, meeting monkeys, assisting school kids or even looking out for the big guys like bears, elephants and rhinos will make a positive impact. It will be one of the most rewarding challenges for you and the biggest blessing for those you meet along the way.

“Life begins at the end of your comfort zone.”

VOLUNTEER IN AFRICA

Volunteering in Africa means making a positive impact towards wildlife conservation and humanitarian efforts to create a social change! Get ready to head off on a wild safari to get up close and personal with incredible wildlife across conservation parks throughout Africa. You will also get the chance to meet some truly beautiful locals with endless tales to tell and traditions that date back centuries. This experience is genuine to the heart of Africa and will be in your heart forever!
 Volunteer in Asia where you can explore an untouched paradise, ancient temples and enjoy a daily dose of the delicious local foods. Make a change and care for rescued elephants & street dogs, educate local children by developing their communities and so much more. There is no better feeling than experiencing a new place but to be a part of creating a better world will be a handful of moments you will never forget.

 Volunteer in Central America and find yourself volunteering in Costa Rica! You have the chance to be part of an incredible social change by educating yourself, others in the local community and the rest of the world about important turtle conservation. With beautiful jungles filled with waterfalls, untouched beaches, old time traditions and local legends in the area this will certainly be the first of many explorations to the Central Americas!

 Volunteer in Europe is exactly what you need! Explore the depths of the deep blue sea to learn about marine conservation, the impact tourism takes on the reef, meet some interesting marine life, learn a new language, enjoy daily siestas to keep you feeling fresh and explore everything else that Europe has to offer. This is the perfect spot for anyone wanting to hang with new friends that are also volunteering, exploring and enjoy a trip that others will wish they were on with you!
Take a trek through festive South America and explore all over the wild continent. Meet local indigenous tribes, visit seaside towns, become part of local communities, learn about the Ancient Mayans, speak new languages and be an agent for change. This is also a perfect opportunity to lend a hand to injured or abandoned wildlife and give them a second chance at a wonderful life.

Island hopping in the South Pacific? Yes please! Even better you will get to enjoy these beautiful small town communities and make an impact with your amazing generosity. Spend time getting to understand a totally different culture whilst soaking in the sun during the day and getting lost in a stunning sunset every single night! Just the scenery alone will give you a new definition of beauty, add the friendly hospitality of some island locals and you have got yourself a new home away from home for the rest of your life!

“Everything was incredible; a couple of the best weeks of my life!”

Carla S.
Volunteer in Sea Turtle Conservation, Costa Rica
Here is the chance to teach and inspire in lively Thailand and get paid whilst you see it all! Although it may be hard to leave those smiling faces in the classroom on your days off, it gives you the perfect chance to journey north, south and all around. Be a part of the celebrations of Loi Krathong Lantern Festival and eat your bodyweight in traditional Thai food. In return for the inspiration you share daily with these children, the country will reward you with unforgettable moments to treasure for always!

TEACH

There are around 6000 plus languages in the world and you just happen to speak one of the most popular ones. English! Go share your words! Take off on a Teaching Trip with The Global Work & Travel Co. and find yourself in exotic locations, sharing your awesome language skills with a classroom full of keen students! We will assist you with all the necessary courses you may need such as TESOL & TEFL, visas, flights, transfers and be there along the way for any questions you may have and tell you what places to hit up in your time off! Go for a month or spend a year sharing your wisdom, oh and get paid for it! All you need to do is pick your favorite spot to start.

“Experience, travel – these are as education in themselves.”

Teach in Peru and surround yourself with vibrant culture and beautiful beach views every day! Between amazing history, friendly locals and your awesome students, Peru is sure to amaze. In your free time, why not head to Machu Picchu for an adventure? Plus, with neighbours like Chile and Ecuador, you’ll never run out of fantastic places to explore. Not only will you be enhancing your skills and career, you’ll have the journey of a lifetime to write home about while you’re at it.

TEACH IN THAILAND

TEACH IN PERU
TEACH

TEACH IN SOUTH KOREA

South Korea is one of Asia’s most developed countries and a perfect place to spend some time amongst a bustling city. You’ll earn a hefty living whilst teaching children in either a public or private academy. If you have just left uni or are already a teacher looking to mix it up, take yourself over to South Korea to extend your already impressive experience. Find yourself enhancing your skills and exploring new parts of this country daily.

TEACH IN VIETNAM

If teaching is your passion, you’d like to make a difference, get paid and explore the world Teaching in Vietnam is for you! It gives you the ability to experience life as a local in and around the vibrant city of Ho Chi Minh City. With neverending rice fields, beautiful beach resorts, incredible architecture and local markets galore, you will find yourself in a place of endless opportunity and unforgettable experiences that you’ll be sharing for many years to come. Enjoy the delights of ancient culture, friendly locals and of course the tasty delights of Vietnamese cuisine!

TEACH IN MYANMAR

This is the perfect opportunity to immerse yourself in the incredibly rich culture, traditions and history of magical Myanmar. Become part of a community while you explore the breathtaking beauty and golden temples as far as the eye can see. Teach English to the local youngsters, discover the simple pleasures in life and gain your TESOL certificate that you can take around the world with you! Then spend your spare time staking out a slice of beach heaven or trekking undiscovered Myanmar.

“Teaching in Thailand has taught me so much about myself and the world around me.”

Callie J.
T-06 Teach in Hua Hin
3) Kingdom of Smiles. 
Hannah J. teaching English in Thailand.
AU PAIR

No experience beats hanging with a whole new family that do things in a totally different way! If you are young at heart and great with kids then it is time to check out our Au Pair Trips all over the world. Working with professional agencies in Canada, Australia, United Kingdom, USA, Europe and New Zealand, we ensure you are being placed in a safe and welcoming environment and you even get to have a chat with your potential family before you get there to make sure you click! We assist you in getting set up with visas, flights, security checks and will be there for support throughout your entire journey. If you absolutely love hanging out with kids and the travel bug has got you good, then this is the sweetest opportunity to have them both, all you need to decide is which destination takes your fancy...

“Travelling tends to magnify all human emotions.”

AU PAIR AUSTRALIA

The land down under has endless beaches, the famous outback and big city life all around the country! Becoming an Au Pair in Australia gives you a genuine experience with an ‘Aussie’ family with plenty of land in between to explore in your free time. You’ll definitely get to throw a few shrimps on the barbi most weekends too!
Kia Ora from New Zealand! This beautiful country is filled with adventures - from mountains, lakes, never-ending greenery and cute little critters for you to meet! Head over as an Au Pair and start to become a Kiwi too. Get social with the locals and learn a little bit more about the history of this awesome place! You can even take a weekend off to cross the pond to Australia for some extra explorations.

Ever wanted to see where the Queen of England lives? No problem! Jet off to the UK and check out all the sites of London, Ireland, Scotland & Wales. Oh, did we mention that you will be on the doorstep to Europe! You might find yourself on a family vacation eating pasta in Italy, sipping champagne in France or sunbathing Greek island style. So many endless opportunities to see this big old world!

Imagine teaching the little ones how to ski/snowboard or let them teach you! Then summertime rolls around and you can go hiking all over with the family. Canada has incredible landscapes to explore all year round and you can experience the best of both worlds by spending a year as an Au Pair and watch the seasons change!
With families from coast to coast and everywhere in between, you have the entire USA to explore and plenty of time to do so! Spend your holidays taking part in American family traditions like Thanksgiving and 4th of July, learn about their rich history, explore the big cities and fill your heart with memories you will never misplace!

Head off to Europe as an Au Pair and you can meet families looking to welcome you in France, Belgium, Italy, Spain, Germany & Holland! Whether you live in a major city or the stunning countryside, this is the perfect opportunity for you to increase your worldly knowledge and learn a new language. Don’t worry, our families also speak English to make it easy for you to get to know each other and become your family away from home.

“Living in Europe opens my door to so many opportunities for travelling!”

Sarah S.
Au Pair, Europe
4) Sun, Surf & Sea.

Jordyn P. living an Au Pair life in Australia.
INTERNSHIP

See you later study cram sessions! You’re ready for the real world.... But first you need some experience so you can go show those future bosses why you are just the person for that dream job of yours! An Internship will give you the inside knowledge to the industry and give you life skills you could never learn in the classroom. Add a gloriously new location to the mix and you have a double bonus of getting first-hand experience with an international edge. This is a perfect opportunity even for those that are just looking for a career change. We all have to start somewhere and Global makes it easy by assisting you throughout your entire internship abroad. Companies will be lining up!

"Don’t wait for opportunity. Take it."

CANADA

An internship in Canada will be a wise move to start your very bright future. With all types of international companies with major headquarters across the country, you will have the opportunity to work amongst some serious professionals who are the top guns in their industries. Plus free time could mean playing in snow or summer lake hangs. Perfect work life balance!
The perfect place to start your walk into the business world is sunny Australia! Work in offices with some of the world’s most innovative companies. You will meet a diverse culture of industry professionals and get a rewarding opportunity to boost your career by networking and meeting some awesome locals that know where the best sun, surf and beaches are!

Anywhere in Europe is the perfect destination for anyone wanting to get thrown straight into the mix of things and learn as much as they possibly can to boost their career. A few sneaky weekend trips to the French Riviera or Italian seaside never hurt either!

Experience the hustle and bustle of Asia as you enhance your professional skills abroad with exotic culture, amazing cuisine, and great networking opportunities. Explore the night markets of Bangkok, the gorgeous architecture and modern buildings of Singapore, the sparkling lights of Hong Kong, or the amazing traditional culture and cuisine on offer in Kuala Lumpur. No matter where you end up, the opportunities are endless when you intern in Asia!

Explore glaciers to tropical islands in NZ and immerse yourself in its captivating business realm focused on innovation and providing unique business development to the rest of the world. Be a part of the up and coming business boom in New Zealand, get a super kick-start to your career and work with the perfect team.
5) Kickstart your career. 
Internship, Hong Kong.
ADVENTURES

So, you have chosen your adventure, now you need a few things to boost your trip and explore as much as you can even think to imagine! The Global Work & Travel Co. have over 500 awesome adventure tours in over 100 countries for you to pick at your pleasure and we can give you special Global Traveller rates for! Go hike some mountains, carve some waves, swing down a waterfall, jump out of a plane, join a tribe... You can even meet some penguins in Antarctica. This world is huge so lock down some sweet adventure tours with your Global Travel Concierge to get you started.

“Adventure is calling.”

TOP TEN GLOBAL FAVOURITES

1. European Hop on Hop off Bus - Europe
2. Machu Picchu Trek/Train - Peru
3. Wild Western - USA
4. Kruger National Park Safari - South Africa
5. Croatia Sail - Europe
6. Greek Island Hopper - Europe
7. Big Indochina Adventure - Asia
8. Southern Adventure - USA
9. Turkey Sail - Europe
10. Ultimate Winter Adventure - Europe
TRAVEL OPTIONS

INSURANCE

Your flights are ready to go, so your talented Travel Concierge can get you the coolest comprehensive travel insurance on the block. Travel insurance is most definitely one of the biggest and most important purchases for your trip and will cover you in the very minimum chance that anything happens while you are away from home. Our insurance can take the hassle out of what could be a not so nice ordeal and make sure you are being looked after with the best care!

FLIGHTS

The Global Work & Travel Co. are prepped and ready to get you overseas! We are a licensed Australian travel agency with access to flights all over the globe. You will get your very own Travel Concierge to lock in flights to get you off on your adventure, book your in between explorations and also when you decide it's time to head home.

VISAS

To get overseas you are going to need your golden ticket. These are called Visas! Every country has a unique visa to allow you entry and can take a few weeks to get processed and approved. This task can get a little overwhelming. But, luckily our Work & Travel Experts have helped thousands of Global Travellers get these sent off and we are going to do the exact same for you with some awesome guidance and in some cases we can even submit your application for you!

TRAVEL LOANS

We understand here at Global that finances may be the only thing holding you back from the adventure of a lifetime! You’re working away at your job, you’re trying to save money for that dream adventure you always think about. Eventually, you get near your target; only to have the demands of everything life has to throw at you, begin to bleed your savings dry again. The Global Work & Travel Co. and its affiliated finance partner have a variety of personal loans that range from $3,000 to $20,000 and for as little as $20 a week, so you can be traveling the world while you still can! Get in contact to find out more! (Australian customers only)

FUNDMYTRAVEL.COM

The Global Work & Travel Co. is proud to partner up with www.fundmytravel.com to help more people reach their dreams of travelling the world! With meaningful causes around the globe, why not reach out to your community and ask for some support towards your project! People love helping others reach their goals. If you’re off to make a difference they will be even more on board!

EXTRA ACCOMMODATION

Want to do a stopover somewhere, or venture off the well-worn path during your travels? We’ve got you covered! Get in contact with our friendly team for any kind of special needs and arrangements, to tailor your trip just the way you like it!
REFER A FRIEND

Don’t just tell your friends about your trip, convince them to go with you! Refer your friends for any of our trips and save $50/£30! We’ll happily reward you $50/£30 PER friend that signs up with us!

LIFETIME DEPOSIT GUARANTEE

The Global Work & Travel Co. understands that unexpected things may happen! That’s why we’re proud to offer our Lifetime Deposit Guarantee! If you’ve only paid a deposit towards one of our trips and you find yourself unexpectedly unable to travel, we’ll hold your deposit as a credit for the rest of your life! That means you can focus on overcoming the hurdle in your way, and come back to us when the time’s right!

GLOBAL RADIO

Nothing makes travelling better than some good tunes! You can download our monthly podcast full of energetic sounds! Global Radio Resident DJs Matt Davies & AndyDex mix a perfect set direct from Global HQ in Surfer’s Paradise, Australia!

TRAVEL SAFE

We are a proud member of ABTA, ACTA & AFTA. Becoming a member of these recognised organisations requires extensive compliance checks and tests. Our memberships mean that when you travel with us you’re travelling with a professional organisation backed up by the leading industry associations. We also work alongside the Better Business Bureau, an independent third-party association that rates businesses across a number of criteria and we are proud to say we hold an A+ rating.
SHARE THE FUN WITH US!

Share with us your amazing travel pictures and videos and score BIG!

Option 1

SHARE PHOTOS

Submit a written review highlighting your 4 favourite experiences on your trip and send us 10 or more happy snaps with captions/stories of your favourite moments from your Global adventure overseas! You need to be in at least 2 of the photos.

YOUR REWARD

$25 Visa gift card

Option 2

SHARE VIDEOS

On top of completing option 1, send us some video footage. You will need to submit at least 5 minutes of raw (unedited) video footage including the following:

- Introducing yourself on camera (first name, where you’re from, trip name and destination).
- Telling us at least 5 awesome things about your overseas adventure.
- Introducing the trip activities, facilities or tasks.
- Some scenic footage.
- You must mention "The Global Work & Travel Co." at least 3 times.

YOUR REWARD

$100 Global voucher + Travel size bluetooth speaker

To submit & share your content, go to globalworkandtravel.com/sharethefun

Not redeemable for cash. Global Vouchers are valid towards any of our trips only. Picture/video/audio needs to be clear & the quality needs to be smart phone quality or higher. Please make sure you DO NOT include additional commercial audio (no added songs due to copyright legislation) to your video footage. All media you supply may be used in online and print promotions. By participating you give us full permission to use your content commercially. For full terms & conditions, visit globalworkandtravel.com/terms-and-conditions

#globalworkandtravel
You’re on the biggest adventure of your life and we want to know about all of it! Whether you like to post constantly on Facebook, Tweet, Pin or double tap on Instagram we want to see/hear it all from you. We also love giving you the travel inspiration you sometimes need to keep the journey burning bright along the way and can always promise you daily updates of inspiration, Global Travellers experiences, witty blog posts and a tonne of other travel related goodies. Always stay in touch on the go!

LET’S GET SOCIAL.

This guide is accurate as of December 2017. No guarantees can be made that all inclusions or offers are still available and/or applicable when referencing this guide at a later date. This is to be used primarily as a guide to the diverse range of trips we offer, and not to the inclusions of your specific trip. Please contact your local Global office before booking to confirm trip inclusions.